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October 1, 2015
Attendees:
Mayor Brown, Todd Feland, Bret Weber, Crystal Schneider, Korrie Wenzel, Barry Wilfarht, Kristi Mishler,
Peter Johnson, Melissa Gjellstad, Stacey Majkrzak, Dorris Cooper, Keith Lund, Julie Rygg, Shawn Gaddie,
Nicole Derenne, Brad Gengler, Pete Haga, Jason Schaefer
Purpose:
Engage a team of multi-disciplinary community leaders in a ‘boots on the ground’ immersion experience
with the culture, community and people of a peer or aspirational community with the intent to find
ways to make Grand Forks even better.
Planned Discussion Focus Areas:
Planning; Downtown; University/Community Relations (Including Student engagement); Public Art;
Public Infrastructure; Funding/Budgeting; Community Engagement/Outreach
Who did we meet?
























Mayor Wade Troxell,
City Manager Darin Atteberry,
Assistant City Manager Kelly Dimartino,
Assistant City Manager Ginny Sawyer
Matt Robenalt, Downtown Dev. Authority
Ed Stoner, Former Mayor and developer
Cary Hewitt, The Cupboard (Local retailer)
Cameron Gloss, Downtown Planner
Ellen Martin, Art in Public Places
Jill Stillwell, Cultural District
Jennifer Hensley, DDA Arts Focus
Dani Grant, Spokesbuzz
Jenifer Clary Jacobs, CSU School of Art
Emily Allen CSU/City of Fort Collins Liaison
Jody Donovan, Asst Vice Pres. for Student Affairs
Mac McGoldrick, CSU PowerHouse Campus











Emily Wilmsen, City Communications
Beth Sowder, Social Sustainability & Diversity
Lucinda Smith, Environmental Health
SeonAh Kendall, Economic Health
Cheyl Donaldson, FC Museum of Discovery
Roxanne Fry, Community Foundation of
Northern Colorado
Cheryl Zimolich, E.D., Bohemian Foundation
Lou Swanson, UniverCity Connection
David May, FC Area Chamber of Commerce
Lauire Hamit, Banner Center for Health Careers
Becky Fedak, Climate Action Plan
Ann Hutchison, FC Area Chamber of Commerce
Laurie Kadrich, Planning Manager
Kurt Friesen, Park Planning Director
Zoe Shark, Natural Areas and Poudre River

Fort Collins Background
• Fort Collins has a population of 158,000 residents (2015). • The average annual population growth rate
is 2.04 percent 2004–2014 (10 year average). • There are 64,286 housing units in the city (2014). •
Median age is 27.3 (American Community Survey 2008–2012 5 year average). • Median family income is
$53,359 (American Community Survey 2008–2012 5 year average). • Education levels are high – 52.3
percent of the population have completed four or more years of college (American Community Survey,
2008-2012 5 year average). • Colorado State University enrollment is 30,000 students (2014–2015).
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Key Themes
The following report is a compilation of independent notes taken and reported by Grand Forks team
members. The emerging themes were:

Mayor Troxell and City Administrator Darrin Atteberry not only clearly articulated a clear vision for the
city and undaunted passion for the community, but they spoke from the same page (as did most others).
Fort Collins became the way it is today because they wanted
to become that city. It was intentional.
The role of formal city leaders is vision clarity.
There is a strong sense of proactive leadership and vision
coming from city and community leaders that is reiterated
by general citizens.
They have identified the importance of ‘informed citizenry’
that provides the city permission to express and then to
clarify vision.

The role of formal leaders is
vision clarity.
Do things that cause delight
for your community and
write ‘Love Notes to your
City’ with your actions.

The have also emphasized a ‘Co-creator’ model where
everyone is a partner, particularly opening creation
opportunities to ‘informal’ leaders.
They also spoke of ‘doing things that cause delight’, or ‘writing love notes to your city’.
They engage citizens creatively, focusing on regional culture, developing strategic plans for future
growth and having patience with long-range plans. The aggressive citizen engagement and attachment is
cited as a reason for continued trust and support in city/community initiatives.
Through comments of the Mayor and City Administrator, they look to the future, ‘never stop thinking
big’ and ask what’s next and what’s in 20 years?
Bikes, Beers and Bands. It is not just a motto but their culture and they own it and embrace it in every
way.
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Leaders spoke about the importance of planning intentionally.
They plan heavily for high quality aesthetics in every aspect of city/community planning. The attention
to flowers/greenery, public art, and intentional design is an outcome of a strict design standards and a
culture that values aesthetics. (E.g., 1 neighborhood park per square mile; 1 community park per 4 sq
miles.)
They have a 9 step development process but a ‘one stop shop’ for plans, as well as electronic reviews
and metrics to follow, measure and report on development review timelines.
One specific way they proactively plan is through the “Futures committee”. This committee is prohibited
from considering any current issue. In fact, all discussion must focus on at least 6 months down the road
but is encouraged to focus on issues 10 years down the road.
They also proactively design areas including alleys, downtown blocks and community parks, often having
designs before developers have come forward with a project. This is in contrast to a developer-driven
approach most commonly seen in Grand Forks.
Their planning and community development officials also incorporate newest technologies such as 3-D
community mapping to better visualize plans and encourage a richer dialogue with community members
about the pros and cons of the proposal.

Fort Collins intentionally moved from “trust us” local government to “results oriented” local
government.
It is suspected that high community engagement, attachment and trust in city government leads to
support of tax initiatives and projects such as downtown renovation and public art.
They make it a priority to plan, do, check and report. They do so with data-driven community
engagement. When you talk about what you’ve done, have the data to demonstrate the results.
They have also made it a specific focus to engage citizens in many ways including approximately 36
different outreach efforts from city hall this year. Outreach and engagement also includes an annual
citizen satisfaction survey, random surveys and other information gathering techniques.
Their budget process asks citizen input at all stages and they provide full transparency on city
information from financials to emails, directly available on the web site. They maintain an Online
Community dashboard – everyone knows how we’re doing.
The way they engage is important, as well. They use ‘visual preference surveys’ in the beginning stages
of proposed developments, instead of ‘near final, mockups of winning architects’ version.’
Other Examples:
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1. Technology to create 3-D model of the community, adding corridor and distinct district
elements. Allows for better visualization of planning and therefore greater engagement.
2. Writing on downtown merchant windows – ideas for downtown, public workshops, working
groups, and creatively engaging the community.
3. Signs on empty lots – focus on transparency and engagement with community – lets community
know city is looking into plans and where to go for more information; community also has input
opportunity.
An action item includes better communication of what is going on in Grand Forks. Perhaps many things
like the ones seen in Fort Collins are happening in Grand Forks but they are not widely known or
understood. There are win-wins for a greater effort to communicate and engage the public on the good
things going on in the community.
Action items can also include tracking outreach sessions by public officials and partners, conducting
surveys and creating baselines. Then . . . Report findings with data.

How did/do they pay for all of the efforts that set them
apart? This was a common question.







2015 budget is $556M.
The Fort Collins unemployment rate is 3.8 percent
(September 2014).
The City/County/State has a combined sales tax
rate of 7.4 percent.
The City sales tax rate of 3.85 percent is among
the lowest in Colorado.
The residential property tax rate is 7.96 percent.
The business property tax rate is 29 percent.

Sales Tax is main resource
Strong support for voter approved
infrastructure sales taxes:

B.O.B. – Building on Basics
&
KFCG – Keep Fort Collins Great

The largest source of revenue is sales tax. It accounted for more than half of their revenue and they had
strong voter support for use of sales taxes in recent years.
They use a two-year budget cycle to provide for greater planning.
They also use the method of “Budgeting for Outcomes”. Instead of funding departments, they fund
proposals from interdepartmental units on for the outcomes of:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Community & Neighborhood Livability
Culture & Recreation
Economic Health
Environmental Health
High Performing Government
Safe Community
Transportation
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There has been wide support of different infrastructure sales taxes (approximately 80% approval on last
vote in April). This was the result of clear planning and communication of purpose as a part of a specific
sales tax campaign: For example the B.O.B sales tax, or “Building on Basics” and the “KFCG” or “Keep
Fort Collins Great” sales tax for infrastructure.
Needs and outcomes must be clear (see planning). Outcomes must resonate with public (see
engagement). Outcomes must be reported and widely understood (see engagement).
They have success with the sales tax by being transparent, keeping promises and reporting back to
citizens by talking about how the tax is being uses.

The Downtown area, most commonly recognized as Old Town is seen as “everyone’s neighborhood” and
there are intentional actions to add “Substance and
Sizzle”.
Downtown needs to be a vibrant place and a safe place
to invest.
Fort Collins had a major downtown overhaul about 20
years ago but have just recently initiated a new
downtown revitalization project complete with public
forums and charrettes.
They focused on making an authentic downtown that includes a strong sense of history, a focus on local
merchants and a vibrant menu of physical spaces and activities that resonate with residents and visitors
alike. 30% of the downtown space is bar/restaurant but they result in 50% of the sales tax collection.
Through surveys, they know 89% of residents come downtown at least once a month.

Downtown Governance Structures
Downtown Development Authority (DDA)
Structure: 11 member board, separate from city but city appointed. City issues bonds for DDA. Board
includes one city and one county rep.
Purpose: Develop, Maintain and Plan for Infrastructure
Funding:
 5 mills self-imposed on businesses in the district - $720,000 annually
 Tax Increment Financing (TIF) - $2.8M for operations & infrastructure investment (Does not go to
developer)TIF Purpose: Make it Happen. Make it Happen Sooner. Make it Happen Better.
Downtown Business District
Structure: Private non-profit
Purpose: Events, attracting people to downtown, promoting merchants
Funding: Dues, Event profit and corporate sponsorships
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They have a focus on infrastructure and operations in Downtown that is funded through Tax Increment
Financing. (Do infrastructure and development will follow). The plan for revitalization is “Building by
building, block by block, . . . incrementalisim.”
They also rely on partnerships, strive for excellence in architectural and urban design, and ensure there
is institutional capacity – leadership, strategy, financing, staff.
The partnered approach includes:
 Downtown Development Association: build
 Downtown Business District: market
 Police: keep it safe
 Parks: add the polish
Discussion of structures, priorities, funding and outcomes.
 Use of Downtown Development Agency and the Downtown Business District are structural
(governance), funding and operations (what are outcomes).
 Use of TIF – Use to fund operations and infrastructure (TIF does not go to developer but to the
DDA organization for broader infrastructure investments)
 Businesses tax themselves 5 mills ($723k) and $2.8M in Tiff
 TIF purpose – Make it happen. Make it happen sooner. Make it happen better.
 Comparable – Membership in DBD is about 10% of funding - same as GF.
** A side observation from a visit to Greeley. They also have revitalized their downtown by focusing on
spaces for people to gather (partially shutting down a street and getting 3000-5000 attendees at Friday
concerts, promoting murals on their historic buildings and infrastructure that promotes pedestrian use. )

Considerations:







Creating public spaces is important. They are remodeling their main square for better event use
and have included lighting and water features in pocket parks throughout downtown. These are
elements to consider with Grand Forks’ Town Square and Pocket Parks.
Events focus can bring events to downtown (perhaps even large events that needed to be
targeted and ‘wooed’ that result in several night stays).
Promotions like Downtown Gift Cards that do have a cost to administer but resulted in $1M in
18 months being directed to downtown merchants who accepted them. Largest users are
corporate users and conventions.
Downtown must be authentic- embrace history, river, UND ‘Swag shop’, etc.
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Personal steps like UND pep band playing on game days, UND and city officers with excellent
interpersonal skills on foot patrol, specific ‘after dark’ safety programs.
Safety is achieved as a partnership with police and downtown organizations with a ‘communitybased policing approach of officers on the street, outreach and a physical presence of storefront
pd office. It also is done through encouraging use: “The more you bring legitimate users to an
area, the more you push out illegitimate users.”
Alley, murals, planters, pianos, etc. (merge with public arts emphasis below).
How to activate alleys but keep them functional. Also, the enhancements have added to safety.
Nice to see validation that GF DDA and downtown efforts are ‘on the right track’.
Clean up crews out at 4:00 a.m. after events, night life; Maintenance shop in downtown area
Pots on streets – flowers look different every three years, CSU helps to grow plants, 200 hanging
baskets

The focus on public art as part of the overall emphasis on aesthetics is
inescapable in Fort Collins.
Arts promotion has to start with a local supportive culture then the city has to
be willing to invest and prime, then the private/public/non-profit
collaborative can create, market and reinforce the art brand.
Several organizations and community level initiatives work in concert. They
have found success in being able to validate the economic value of art
changes the narrative and therefore the corresponding level of support.
Public investment and support comes through entities like Art In Public Places, 1% of city capital projects
over $250,000 dedicated to art, art and aesthetics an intentional part of community plans.
There is an intentionality to include public art into the community whether through integrating in street
overhaul work, building funding into capital projects, promoting live/performing arts artists, venues and
events, or through creative ideas like alleys, transformer cabinets or public parks.
In general, they look for partnerships and co-creators and communicated a strategy to create an
‘incubator for the public art scene’ with the intention of incubating specific ‘scenes’ (live music,
performance art, visual, etc.) Their work with CSU also demonstrated a potential opportunity of
integrating such local ‘scenes’ into university curriculum like a UND ‘arts advocacy minor’ or MA focus.

Cultural District





City designation and city managed
Oversees Art in Public Places (below), Museum of Discovery, Lincoln Center, Gardens,
Community Creative Center, regranting program ($360,000 for cultural events )
Trying to create live/work spaces, affordable spaces for artists
The city also supports issues like housing, health, etc., in order to keep artists in town
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Art In Public Places












Fort Collins has percent for art program - * Ordinance – 1% for art in municipal capital
improvement projects over $250,000
Art in Public Places (APP)– Board appointed by City Council
An artist is selected for each public project. The artist working on the project creates the work,
works directly with project team.
From % for art: 22% used for maintenance and administration
Some of budget from utilities, any capital improvement project over $250,000
Ordinance- is site specific, sometimes can pool funds for larger project
Sometimes for small-scale projects – look to pre-approved list of local artists
Partnerships with private sector and public sector (i.e., federal funding)
Artist selected through RFP, or RFQ
APP selects artists, artist added to project team, develop concept as to what project might be
Collaborative – artist knows process, designs go through APP Board, approval process

Transformer Cabinets
 For example, transformer cabinets: started in 2004,
first painted in 2006, as graffiti abatement program, active
compositions with high contrast.
 Only work with local artists;
 183 painted to date, averages about $1,000 per
cabinet

Pianos About Town









Focusing on local artists
24-hour slot with no painting on it, painted onsite
Shows process of artist, community gets to
know artist, promotes art-making
Partners in program care for pianos, place tarps
on top to protect from elements
No map – just placed in city
Easements? APP is part of City, so run through
city for these types of requests
Payment to artists: $650 to paint, 2-3 week time period
Placed in many locations – mixed-use, residential, etc.
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Relationships at all levels; Strong emphasis on student experience on and off campus; Both formal and
informal structures used;
City and University work together to achieve common values, mission, goals. These are communicated
through personal connections between President and Mayor/City Administrator and other staff, as well
as through City/University committee and shared agreements.
158,000 total population of Fort Collins and 28,000 students (80% live off campus)
Collaborations include Economic Development, startups and tech startups (PowerHouse). It also
includes specific focus on students.
Strategic Action related to Student/Neighborhood experience:








Joint city/CSU committee and a jointly funded (50/50 city/University) student liaison position;
Community connections in meetings with city planners, etc.
Very proactive in reaching students and community
Educate students and community members – aware of community surrounding campus
Focus on educating students on ‘this is what it means to be a Fort Collins Community member’
Provide alternatives to the most disruptive events
Also provide non-traditional ways to engage students with non-students like weekly concert
series in the summer or off-campus lecture series.

Approach to community/student relations - “Party Smart” approach with students, including Party
registration – off campus citations result in on-campus consequences.
Hard line of holding people accountable





$1000 fine, criminal misdemeanor for noisy party offense
Off campus offenses have on-campus consequences including academic record impact and
contacting parents
Most serious offenses result in a ban in all public Colorado institutions
Extra overtime officers in first and last weeks of school year

But also encourage an understanding instead of demonizing of students. Philosophy is to create good
citizens, no matter which community they live.






Party Registration
Late Nigh Bus and Free Rides (Ram rides)
Get the scoop – Ice cream social for neighborhood meetings
Deck of Cards and screen cleaners
Meeting with student-focused apartment complexes annually

Rideshare program with apps, student volunteers and state motor pool vehicles, and the ‘green and
gold’ late night bus – along with adding a ‘ticket’ to the bus on the tab of local establishments (good
partnership).
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There is specific action to provide support to students including:
 Communicate what it means to be a community member
 Address what housing market is like
 Rental support – rates are tight
 Inform students of their rights, occupancy limits
 Take time before your sign – educate about leases
Students and parties
 Party Smart – make smart choices
 Party Registration and Party Packs for students, clean up, contact info for neighbors
 20-minute window to vacate before police show up
 CSU safe ride – anywhere to home
 They also cancelled a spring festival that became an event solely focused on drinking. The key to
success was putting alternatives in place

MAX – was the focus of the transportation
discussion with Bus Rapid Transit as the
key.
MAX is largely about economic vitality – of
users and of proximate areas
The MAX project took 16 years to
complete, included federal, state and local
funding. It is a 5 mile route with 2/3 of the
route is in designated corridors and 1/3 is
in shared street.
$87M project with $62M federal, the rest
state and local. Construction took 2 years
and the annual operating cost is $1.5M.
MAX also incorporated multi-modal transportation and Transportation Oriented Development (TOD).
Nearly $40M in private investment ($31M residential and $7.7M commercial) already happening along
the $87M MAX line ($62M Federal).
“The real proof was in the ease and ride-ability of the MAX bus, the reliable
arrivals and departures, easy interaction with bike and foot traffic, and the solid
ridership during most of the day (evidenced by our travel). I can imagine several
scenarios of how this might work and grow in Grand Forks, attracting new living
patterns as density intensifies along the transit corridor, linking the university
with other vibrant neighborhoods in town, and encouraging light and easy flow
of people between popular places.”
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They call this the “Triple Bottom Line” and take an approach to consider typical city functions such as
housing, economic development or waste collection and treat them as integrated and under their
community value of sustainability.
They mandate an evaluation of all three of the aspects below on staff reports to council with requested
action.
Environmental sustainability

Economic Health

Environmental sustainability
 13 staff, focus on air quality, waste reduction, recycling
 Through education, ordinances, incentives
 Healthy homes – indoor health
 Trash is handled through private contractor, city regulations
 Goal – reduce carbon footprint to zero by 2050
 Innovation rewarded
Economic health (This is the economic development arm)
 Business expansion and retention
 Redevelopment – urban renewal authority
 Innovation rewarded: Clusters funding?
 New developments – Fort Hills Mall – generate sales tax
 Family friendly spaces, connect to MAX
Social sustainability
 CDBG, Home Grant, Our Cities
 Trying to define role in city, community
 Diversity and Inclusion
 Focus on transportation, partnerships are critical
 Affordable housing is a need in community
 City Affordable Housing fund – from general budget
 Housing First model in city

Triple Helix




University/ Business/ Government
City – well staffed, distinct and well-defined roles
Very responsive to community needs, community
trusts work of city
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The high level of philanthropy seems connected to the attachment of community members to their city
and the engagement with specific projects, efforts, and missions.
The philanthropy discussion focused on partnerships with the Community Foundation, Bohemian
Foundation and UniverCity organizations but included partnerships with United Way and a discussion
about how to increase philanthropy through attachment.
They start early and build the culture of philanthropy even in middle and high school (Give Next
program).
There is also a strong network of giving in young professionals. Several charitable and non-profit
organizations have formed to address specific needs such as, for example, scholarships for single female
parents to go to school.
UniverCity group is a nebulous, less formal group with a ‘plan-do-check-act’ approach that builds
engagement and enthusiasm. No formal agenda or membership but driven by current needs and
capacity of people around the table.
They commented on special attachment of residents to specific causes or concern areas and the ability
to connect on these targeted issues versus ‘overall community’.
Spirit of collaboration and philanthropy also present in public/private partnerships.
Some examples of larger scale Public/Private partnerships include
Community/Children’s Garden and food shelf




Use of Garden facility for community programming
One focus on Children’s Garden (sensory garden, hands on)
Second focus on providing food for food shelf

Powerhouse



Old power plant leased to CSU for energy research
Addition to building provides space for additional research, incubator space, private corporation
leasing and shared/co-working space

Fort Collins Museum of Discovery




Public/Non-Profit collaboration
Combined capital campaign - $27M
City funds ($6M) made available after private donations ($3.1M) pledged
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The Fort Collins Vibrancy transformation and ongoing strategic plan was very sensitive to potential
impacts to existing and potential new businesses.
Elected leaders understood a strong business community and local economy is what paid for and would
pay for future improvements through taxes they pay and collect.
Any harm to them would reduce the city's ability to accomplish its long range plan. They recognized
some of the activities undertaken were very costly and some had an adverse impact on the local
businesses and economic growth.
The key way this was mitigated was by "intentional advanced planning" and by gradually phasing things
in over time.
They also looked for and embraced philanthropy with the Bohemian Foundation and private individuals
to accelerate some of their activities.
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Follow up (As of October 1, 2015)
Phase 1: Specific steps identified by the group in the Sept. 17 debrief meeting.
1. Meet as a group in one month to go over progress in the 8 identified areas below:
2. UniverCity Connections - **Peter J (university) & Peter & Stacy take the lead when back in
Grand Forks
3. ART in Public Places - Nicole, Todd, Julie and Shawn* with Korrie
4. Futures Committee - Todd*, Keith and Barry
5. Dedicated Taxes – Campaigns & Support - Barry*, Bret, Jason
6. Budgeting for Outcomes - Crystal*, Jeanie, Mayor Brown, Barry
7. Downtown Development Authority Stacy*, Bret, Jason, Keith
8. Commitment to Public Engagement - Julie*, Nicole, Melissa, Doris, Kristy
9. Transportation -Jason*, Ken, Kristie, Brad, Peter Johnson
*indicates lead

Phase 2: Engage the public in discussions about the ideas learned and possible implementation.
Build awareness, consensus and co-creators.
The following is a categorized listing of the ‘take aways’ team members mentioned in the initial team
debrief:
Community Leadership and Citizen Engagement










Perspective is everything ( “Good enough for government work” is the highest standard)
Futures Committee *** (includes long range planning)
Absolute positive culture
CoCreators
Intentional, well-articulated vision from the top
Positive and enthusiastic promotion (tell your story with enthusiasm)
Publicly available and trackable Council emails (transparency) – SAR system, ACCESS Fort Collins
Plan Do Check Act – follow through and measurements
Commitment to community engagement ***

Outcomes and Funding







Sales tax incentives - Marketing of sales tax increases on ballot (BOB KFCG tax marketing)
Outcome based budgeting - budgeting for outcomes****(2 year budget)
Aesthetic quality of place
Long range planning – not just low-hanging fruit
Willingness of community to be taxed for services (BOB) – commitment to deliver
(budgeting/plan do check/act)
Transportation****/connection to MAX/bikes
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Downtown





Development of alley ways Downtown
Revitalization of historic downtown buildings
Expanding downtown development authority (business, housing)***
Downtown Gift Cards

Public Art



Funding for Art in Public Places ***
Public art – utility boxes, pianos, alleys, etc

University/Community Relations






Position of liaison between City and University – being funded by both sides
UniverCity Connections (university and various groups)
Teaching positive community norms – students
Safe late night ride – Green & Gold bus route
Innovation fund and innovation cluster

Philanthropy



Philanthropy (across generations) and openness to collaborate
Commitment to the Triple Bottom Line – helix

***Received multiple mentions
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